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good morning ladies and gentlemen I'm                                           
glad you love with us it's Wednesday ask                                        
the theologian we take your biblical                                            
theological and worldview questions and                                         
always excited to do so                                                         
I'm glad you joined us individually you                                         
know why because individuals think                                              
better than groups I know that's not                                            
always just normal intuitive looks like                                         
I got a dead plant on this there we go I                                        
know that's not always normal and we                                            
think boy if we just get together we                                            
would think better I'm not so sure about                                        
that                                                                            
I think that we think better when we are                                        
alone let me encourage you to make it a                                         
habit a personal habit that when you                                            
have a decision to make not to make it                                          
when you're in a group of people but                                            
rather make it when you are alone now                                           
you can get certainly some advice from a                                        
group of people you can get you can                                             
listen in a crowd of people and hear                                            
what he says and she says and they say                                          
but when you have to make the decision                                          
go off by yourself think a little while                                         
maybe your wife is with you or some                                             
important people in your life but in the                                        
end decide what your position is and                                            
where you are alone you know I think it                                         
is significant that we don't so much do                                         
this in the in the days anymore but                                             
remember when you used to walk into the                                         
voting booth and the curtain closed                                             
behind you not only was that a matter of                                        
privacy but that was also a matter of                                           
saying I need to shut myself out from                                           
the world and figure this out on my own                                         
there are there is value to large groups                                        
obviously but there's some problems in                                          
groups and the big problem is that                                              
individuals just think better than                                              
groups think you no never                                                       
for a Tsang i'll saw a little uh you                                            
know poster years ago said never                                                
underestimate the power of stupid people                                        
at the what did i say the both never                                            
underestimate the stupidity of                                                  
individuals when they're in groups the                                          
things that a person will say in a group                                        
said and get caught up in the moment you                                        
know very seldom do you get caught up in                                        
the moment when the moment just includes                                        
you that's when you include some logic                                          
you you weigh all the factors you figure                                        
out what day it is you know what's going                                        
on and you put it all together we think                                         



even of the trial of Jesus at the trial                                         
of Jesus of course give us Barabbas and                                         
crucify Jesus if we're correct in what                                          
we looked at yesterday that might have                                          
even been at midnight in the middle of                                          
the night here's a crowd of people                                              
making this decision that they would not                                        
have made had they been individually                                            
thinking about it as a matter of fact                                           
you think about Pilate who really was                                           
the one who made the decision the people                                        
were just giving the influence and had                                          
Pilate shut his door left the crowd gone                                        
away maybe just talked to his wife made                                         
a decision it would have been a                                                 
completely different decision be careful                                        
the the things you hear in groups I                                             
believe it was Cory a moment ago who was                                        
telling me I was we were talking about                                          
this there is and he was speaking about                                         
some movie he saw which I don't know if                                         
he was supposed to have seen it or not I                                        
really don't know if the movie is any                                           
good or not but he gave a quote from the                                        
movie anyway he said a person is smart                                          
people are stupid well it's a pretty                                            
good quote whether it was a good movie                                          
or not I don't know but you are smart                                           
now when it comes to making your                                                
theological decisions you and the Bible                                         
go down together study it work it out                                           
cross reference go back and forth                                               
rather than getting caught up in the                                            
groupthink of evangelicalism or whatever                                        
circle of influence you might be so much                                        
better to get off by yourself make the                                          
decision that's my opinion to begin our                                         
broadcast this morning very glad that                                           
you're with us here on this Wednesday                                           
edition of ask the theologian because                                           
it's Wednesday that means that tonight                                          
we will come back online from the Taos                                          
pulpit and I will be speaking from the                                          
Gospel of John we will be in session 9 I                                        
believe it is and about the 43rd verse                                          
of John chapter one we may finish John                                          
chapter 1 tonight we're gonna look at                                           
some interesting things there's this guy                                        
Philip that Jesus went and found                                                
actively pursued him and said to him                                            
follow me first time that Jesus had said                                        
to anyone follow me and it was to Philip                                        
and Philip went and got his brother                                             
Nathanael remember nothing good can come                                        
out of Nazareth right we're gonna talk                                          
about all that tonight I hope you'll                                            
join us and we broadcast about 6:15 p.m.                                        
mountain time if you would like an alert                                        
a few minutes before that comes you send                                        
Randy white one-word no-spaces to the                                           
number 97,000 Wilson that alert out and                                         
we will go if it Greg's got a good word                                         



on the commentary all it takes is one                                           
strong individual to get the crowd                                              
aroused this is just so true and this is                                        
why I think hey groups are good groups                                          
are fun groups our blessings groups are                                         
great places to sing you know there's                                           
some benefit of groups but those                                                
important decisions especially your                                             
theological position get away from the                                          
group do your study shut the door and                                           
and go through I would even say fourth                                          
as much as you can put aside the books                                          
and just study the word and let the word                                        
speak to you and settle your position                                           
right there well we are ready for your                                          
biblical theological and worldview                                              
questions                                                                       
go ahead and put the amend you get two                                          
extra points if you put it in our chat                                          
box at Randy white ministries dot o R G                                         
and you you get two extra points we send                                        
them to year or a heavenly account and                                          
they will be credited to your heavenly                                          
account is the way that we do that let                                          
me show you just briefly here how to get                                        
to that if you're not familiar with the                                         
way all of that works you can just go to                                        
our website Randy white ministries o RG                                         
and there you'll see the live broadcast                                         
if you happen to be watching live of                                            
course that's when you'd put in                                                 
questions and right there just click the                                        
date if you would if you click on the                                           
date it is going to open up there our                                           
chat box you'll have the video once                                             
again you can get that start playing                                            
that feeds through YouTube if you happen                                        
to cast that onto your television or                                            
anything and you can put in your chat                                           
and click chat or your question and put                                         
question if you're new on that it'll                                            
take a one-time signup and then it will                                         
even keep you signed in and but if you                                          
don't want the two extra points well                                            
then put your question in on youtube or                                         
on Facebook it helps if you'll put the                                          
big all in caps the word question to                                            
help us spot those and we've got Corey                                          
and Nathan working on making sure we                                            
don't miss your questions but we have a                                         
question first of all that comes in                                             
today from Michael and that question has                                        
to do with Matthew chapter 11 verse 11                                          
and in let's see Matthew 11:11 why is                                           
John the Baptist rated so low isn't he                                          
part of the kingdom - ah verily I say                                           
unto you among them that are born of                                            
women there has not risen a greater than                                        
John the Baptist notwithstanding he that                                        
is least in the kingdom of heaven is                                            
greater                                                                         
than he now that's kind of interesting I                                        



think that tells us one really good word                                        
and that is that this world in which we                                         
live is not the kingdom what we've got                                          
when it comes to the kingdom is that you                                        
cannot rank people within the kingdom                                           
the kingdom is something you remember                                           
perhaps from first Corinthians 15 verse                                         
50 and other passages of Scripture the                                          
kingdom is not flesh and blood that is                                          
it's not built upon flesh and blood                                             
whereas this world is flesh and blood is                                        
a Dominion of this world and the things                                         
that we have there so what we've got                                            
here is that I think it tells us of a                                           
dispensation of change between the day                                          
in which John lived in which there was                                          
no greater born of woman than John the                                          
Baptist and the coming a kingdom in                                             
which there is a once again a a the fact                                        
that she quote from Paul and first                                              
Corinthians we will all be changed in a                                         
moment in the twinkling of an eye so as                                         
you look at this what we have is that                                           
jaw Jesus there is speaking let me come                                         
back to that passage of Scripture Jesus                                         
I think is speaking of his day prior to                                         
the kingdom no one greater than John but                                        
when the kingdom comes then everyone in                                         
the kingdom will have their glorified                                           
body in the glorified body I think                                              
you've got a completely different realm                                         
of measurement that is given and you                                            
know what you you you you can't bring                                           
that about now that that position                                               
doesn't                                                                         
solve everything about that particular                                          
issue but I think that's the what it                                            
does point out is there's got to be a                                           
different measuring system in the                                               
kingdom than there is here on this earth                                        
as John the Baptist is carrying that out                                        
now that is a matter that is worthy of                                          
digging into and you're right John is                                           
part of the kingdom so how does John                                            
rate so low in the kingdom is what you                                          
have to say because he that is least in                                         
the kingdom is greater than he                                                  
I think that what that says is the the                                          
the one in the kingdom if it ranks there                                        
even the least in the kingdom is greater                                        
than John the Baptist on earth so you've                                        
got such a different scale that John the                                        
Baptist on earth is right up here at the                                        
top but the kingdom scale starts up here                                        
and goes goes from there                                                        
so I don't think you can read into it                                           
you know whether the rewards or not                                             
rewards or any of that I think you just                                         
say the entire scale of that is a                                               
completely totally wholly different                                             
scale and this is why John the Baptist                                          
here is least is is is even the least of                                        



the kingdom is greater than John the                                            
Baptist is here again that tells me you                                         
and I aren't in the kingdom right now                                           
there's a different measurement a                                               
different dispensation that's a future                                          
kind of thing that is given right there                                         
I hope that that answers that one of                                            
these days I should get a little you                                            
know ability to write on my screen or                                           
something so that you can see any of                                            
that Thank You Rene and Albuquerque                                             
isn't an important to Terry in prayer                                           
and mighty desired outcome be based on                                          
prayer or lack of one of the things we                                          
have to be careful of in our prayer                                             
lives is not to claim promises that were                                        
for a different dispensation and the                                            
promises that we have in prayer and even                                        
some of the instructions we have on                                             
prayer are from the days of Jesus when                                          
he is dealing with the nation of Israel                                         
so for example you have wherever two or                                         
three are gathered together whatever                                            
they ask in my name that will be given                                          
unto them our experience and by our I                                           
mean every Christian who's lived for the                                        
last two thousand years knows that that                                         
has not proven to be true that does not                                         
appear to be a promise which is for our                                         
dispensation now the same is is if we                                           
tarry in prayer that is if we pray                                              
longer are we going to receive that                                             
which we ask for I think that we're in a                                        
day in which God does hear our prayers                                          
and we are instructed to pray but were                                          
not given any promises for those prayers                                        
nor do we fully know exactly how those                                          
prayers come about Paul is very                                                 
confident in prayer he asks for prayer                                          
for himself he wants us to pray for him                                         
or he one of those around to pray for                                           
him but he never really really expressed                                        
what exactly that was going to do so if                                         
you are praying for something and it has                                        
not been answered I would encourage you                                         
to do one of actually do both do two                                            
things one is search the scriptures and                                         
see is there anything about my prayer                                           
that is outside of the will of God and                                          
therefore I should not be offending him                                         
with the request that is to say and so                                          
it is God's will that all should come to                                        
repentance so I should not be praying it                                        
that you know my enemy gets sick and                                            
dies and is not able to come to                                                 
repentance and spends eternity in hell                                          
that would be outside of the will of God                                        
so if I can find it through scripture                                           
that my prayer is offensive to the will                                         
of God then I should just drop that                                             
prayer should not tarry in it obvious                                           
but I should drop that prayer if I                                              



cannot find where my prayer is outside                                          
of the will of God then I should I                                              
should pray for it as long as                                                   
circumstances remained that that prayer                                         
needs to be answered as I'm giving it I                                         
think that it it is fine to tarry in                                            
prayer I disagree with the one who says                                         
that you should just lay it once at the                                         
feet of Jesus and never bring it up                                             
again because if you pray for it again                                          
then that shows your lack of faith Paul                                         
you remember prayed three times that the                                        
thorn in the flesh might might leave him                                        
why didn't he pray a fourth time it was                                         
only because God said no God revealed to                                        
him in a way that he's not working today                                        
not revealing to us God just flat-out                                           
said to him you're not going to get the                                         
answer to your prayer you are going to                                          
have to have the nothing in the                                                 
scripture that says hey don't tarry in                                          
prayer there's nothing in the scriptures                                        
says just just give it once so you've                                           
got something you're praying for then                                           
pray for it continually pray for it once                                        
again pray for it again and again and                                           
again as long as you see that it's not                                          
out of the will of God then I think that                                        
we can't pray for it and in the Lord's                                          
timing he will to answer that about                                             
ahead of graphic there to save you from                                         
the graphic but that's twice I've sneeze                                        
must be must be yes spring time twice in                                        
two days anyway that is that I've                                               
sneezed so yes Terry and prayer I think                                         
is something that we definitely should                                          
be doing ought to be doing and I do hope                                        
that you'll tarry with us in the Gospel                                         
of John tonight at 6:15 p.m. as well                                            
with all of that let's see we have a                                            
question that comes from Cory                                                   
ah Cory right here in the studio where                                          
are you Cory yeah I'll find my button                                           
here a moment there he is yeah and nice                                         
mug you've got there Cory and so a very                                         
good question we get a lot of you                                               
Pasteur's of course in our that watch                                           
our program and listen to us                                                    
and God bless you young men so how                                              
quickly should a young pastor or a new                                          
pastor change things within his church                                          
after taking a pastoral position I'm                                            
going to punch in one sense on this that                                        
does not answer the question in one                                             
sense because I do want to say that                                             
every church every pastor every                                                 
situation is different so there may be a                                        
church that is just longing for a young                                         
fresh thinking pastor to come in and                                            
Institute some changes and I think it                                           
would be absolutely the wrong thing to                                          
say no I'm not going to do that because                                         



I've decided not to make any changes                                            
until I've been there for a year or two                                         
years or three years I used to read this                                        
stuff you know the the old men like me                                          
would write books and say you know you                                          
should never make a change in a pastor                                          
until you've been there for three years                                         
well the church might be dead in three                                          
years if you go at it that way I think                                          
that a pastor is chosen for wisdom and                                          
those of you out there who are looking                                          
for a pastor that's the thing that you                                          
ought to look for is some wisdom some                                           
biblical knowledge that is the wisdom                                           
that is built upon biblical knowledge so                                        
if the pastor has that now a young                                              
pastor obviously is not going to have                                           
quite that degree of wisdom experience                                          
that an older pastor is going to have                                           
depending on how long that older pastor                                         
has been pastoring but nonetheless the                                          
pastor's been chosen because the church                                         
says hey here's a young man that has                                            
some vitality has some strength has some                                        
some fresh thinking and he's got some                                           
wisdom so he's not just going to                                                
haphazardly make a bunch of dumb                                                
decisions and the church ought to be                                            
structured in such a way that it can                                            
help a pastor not to make those dumb                                            
decisions but I think that in those case                                        
is a pastor ought to look at it and                                             
probably what he's going to do is say                                           
you know what since I've come in this                                           
church not only have I noticed this                                             
issue between the way our church is in                                          
the community or what the situation                                             
that's going on and the fact that the                                           
roof is leaking or whatever it is I've                                          
noticed it but a bunch of you have                                              
noticed it also we need to figure out                                           
how to fix this spiritual or physical or                                        
methodical issue and let's fix it today                                         
why wait why delay I don't see any                                              
reason to do so and a pastor is brought                                         
in for some leadership so start leading                                         
make the change now all of that said of                                         
course it is easy to make a dumb                                                
decision even for a pastor and a young                                          
pastor so I think on the question how                                           
quickly should a pastor change things                                           
within his church he should change                                              
things at the pace at which his church                                          
is allowing him to change things how's                                          
that so if he can take it before the                                            
congregation before the leaders of the                                          
congregation first and then to the                                              
congregation and say hey I really think                                         
that we ought to switch we ought to have                                        
a 10:00 a.m. service instead of an 11:00                                        
a.m. service and we ought to have a to                                          
our Wednesday night Bible study instead                                         



of a one-hour Wednesday night Bible                                             
study what do you all think and you know                                        
everyone says that that's a good idea or                                        
that's a great idea we've got to fix it                                         
well look do it do great ideas do good                                          
stuff make the changes there's there's                                          
nothing spiritual in delaying a change                                          
that needs to be made now clearly the                                           
flip side of that is that I have built                                          
all of that on the assumption of wisdom                                         
sometimes a young pastor comes in not                                           
with the assumption of wisdom                                                   
excuse me not not bringing wisdom but                                           
they bring agenda now I'm okay with                                             
agenda I don't want a pastor who doesn't                                        
have an agenda I know I can I I can play                                        
a video anytime that shows my aged isn't                                        
it I can i I can you know put some I can                                        
put Randy White's preaching up push play                                        
and all that if I want something without                                        
an agenda then I got that but if I want                                         
somebody with a heart beat and a brain                                          
they're going to have an agenda so                                              
here's the key for the pastor young or                                          
old                                                                             
you've got to state the agenda you've                                           
got to make the agenda clear now let me                                         
speak to some of those who come out of                                          
Southern Baptist seminaries especially                                          
if you come out of Southern Seminary or                                         
southeastern Seminary those who come out                                        
of nine marks or those who kind of come                                         
out of the acts 28 or is it acts 29 I                                           
think acts 29 movement a village church                                         
in Dallas area Matt Chandler that's the                                         
acts 29 mark Deaver is the nine marks or                                        
you come out of the Purpose Driven                                              
movement with Rick Warren or Bill Hybels                                        
the Willow Creek Network so those are                                           
there those are two different realms                                            
that you could come out of but both of                                          
those teach the same thing different                                            
different theologies under it but both                                          
of them teach don't tell the people what                                        
you're doing                                                                    
don't tell them your agenda because they                                        
won't go for it I think that is that                                            
makes you a worse snake in the grass                                            
than Mitt Romney and he's the biggest                                           
snake in the grass there is that makes                                          
you this fake Oh fake oh I'm just here                                          
for the people what I really wanted you                                         
to become Calvinist that is sick it's                                           
disgusting                                                                      
it should be wholly totally utterly                                             
condemned by al Mohler by Danny akin by                                         
Rick Warren on the other side that you                                          
know                                                                            
I'm gonna make this a Purpose Driven                                            
Church but I can't tell you that when                                           
I'm interviewing with you because you'd                                         
never hire me                                                                   



well fella you don't deserve that job                                           
nor do you deserve a job I'm talkin a                                           
job at the worst gas station in town                                            
because you're a lyin cheatin thief                                             
that's my opinion how's that so if                                              
you're a lyin cheatin thief don't become                                        
a pastor and a lyin cheatin thief or                                            
someone who's not going to be honest so                                         
if you our Calvinist say I am a                                                 
Calvinist practicing I am a Calvinist                                           
speaking out I am a Calvinist if you're                                         
a Calvinist be a proud Calvinist and                                            
stand forth and tell that church                                                
I'm a Calvinist my preaching will be                                            
Calvinistic I will be leading the church                                        
to change their thinking to become                                              
Calvinistic and if they hire you they                                           
got what they had coming to them and if                                         
they don't hire you then by the way for                                         
the church out there I've got some                                              
recommendations I would make for good                                           
pastors out there who will come and not                                         
be a Calvinist saying you same with The                                         
Purpose Driven movement and those are                                           
two movements right now that people you                                         
know hide under the hide under the rug                                          
and won't admit that they are that and                                          
and they sneak it in there and as you                                           
can tell I think that is disgusting with                                        
a capital D I think that so to the                                              
question here how quickly should a young                                        
pastor change things as quickly as he                                           
can do so with the agenda being above                                           
board from day one                                                              
old preachers used to say trust the Lord                                        
and tell the people so you go and say                                           
hey you you are you you think that you                                          
might want me as a pastor let me tell                                           
you what you're going to get and you're                                         
going to you know I'm a Calvinist I'm a                                         
purpose-driven or I'm a                                                         
dispensationalist who rightly divides                                           
whatever it is you ought to just be very                                        
upfront and say that to them and                                                
hopefully if you're going to be a                                               
after you kind of know what you are                                             
anyway and you're comfortable with what                                         
you are and you're just going if you if                                         
you don't put that agenda above board                                           
you're going to cause yourself your wife                                        
your children your church your community                                        
untold heartache so don't go there and                                          
like Greg's comment by the time you said                                        
I'm a cow I would be out the door with                                          
you Greg on that yeah                                                           
and the same with I'm a purple that's                                           
enough that's all I need you know I                                             
don't need anymore                                                              
there's some tattletales right I                                                
remember you know learning about water                                          
meters and that one little tattletale in                                        
there that if any if you got a drop a                                           



move in that little one's gonna it's                                            
gonna tell you well look for those                                              
tattletales now through all of that                                             
again I think that you a young pastor                                           
should make changes quickly a new pastor                                        
should make changes quickly that's why                                          
they brought you and strike while they                                          
aren't awed and go ahead and do it and                                          
do it now just do it aboveboard and make                                        
sure the congregation is with you don't                                         
push things on them                                                             
don't shove things just we'll sit down                                          
with them and say hey there's what it                                           
seems like to me and sometimes you're                                           
gonna sit down you're gonna have this                                           
great idea and nobody else in the                                               
congregation is gonna think it's a great                                        
idea don't do it you got other great                                            
ideas I hope if you're just you know if                                         
you just got one silver bullet then                                             
you're not very well-equipped so sit on                                         
that idea and wait until the time is                                            
ready or you do another idea and move                                           
along and you can make all of that work                                         
very well thanks for that question and                                          
from Lori wouldn't we separate the                                              
pronouns in Paul's epistles could the we                                        
be Paul and those who are traveling with                                        
him and the you and ye be his audience                                          
very often in fact I would say what you                                         
just said right there is is the default                                         
position so we as Paul and his his                                              
campaign                                                                        
sometimes it's Timothy sometimes                                                
sylvania Silas sometimes it's you know                                          
Barnabas sometimes there's several I                                            
believe                                                                         
first Corinthians if I'm not mistaken is                                        
Paul Timothy and Silas still veinous I                                          
believe is how its translated in the                                            
King James which is the Aramaic I                                               
believe a version of Silas that may have                                        
those backwards but what what often is                                          
the case the default is to say yeah Paul                                        
and whoever is with him is we and the                                           
the the top the top of the page is the                                          
you that is Galatians Corinthians                                               
Ephesians now then the only problem the                                         
bigger problem comes then in figuring                                           
out the you because say let's take                                              
Ephesians and within the church at                                              
Ephesus there are those who are with                                            
Paul in their DNA but with the Ephesians                                        
in in their church membership if I get                                          
in using the mechanism there so if you                                          
take a book like Ephesians for example                                          
and let's go to Ephesians chapter 1 and                                         
Paul to the Saints and to the faithful                                          
this kind of tells me right here here                                           
who's his audience                                                              
it's the Saints and the faithful now if                                         
if I look down to the next verse grace                                          



to you and peace I am assuming that he                                          
wants us to have Grace and peace                                                
why because he said grace and peace I'm                                         
assuming that grace and peace comes from                                        
God our Father and from the Lord Jesus                                          
Christ                                                                          
why because he said God and Jesus                                               
that's why anniversary                                                          
blessed be the God and father of our                                            
Lord Jesus Christ okay we got these ends                                        
and I'm going to assume here that again                                         
two things grace peace not grace which                                          
is peace not the Father which is the son                                        
because that's not true so you've got                                           
this word and right here which adds to                                          
grace and added to that peace God and                                           
added to that the Lord Jesus now when I                                         
look at verse one right here                                                    
the Saints which are at Ephesus and the                                         
faithful in Christ Jesus                                                        
not the Saints who happened to be the                                           
faithful and grace which happens to be                                          
peace and God which happens to be the                                           
Lord Jesus you see oftentimes people                                            
will want to take Saints and faithful as                                        
the same Saints even the faithful but                                           
even in the next verse you can't do that                                        
so it's a very tough argument I think to                                        
say no he's talking about one thing when                                        
he says and doesn't mean and in verse 1                                         
but it means and in verse 2 it means and                                        
in verse 2 it means it means and Antan                                          
because it's there twice but not in                                             
verse 1 that's a high I have a hard time                                        
figuring out that kind of argument if                                           
the plain sense makes common sense seek                                         
no other sense and so I would come and                                          
say look the plain sense looks to me                                            
like the you here is two groups of                                              
people the Saints who are at Ephesus and                                        
the faithful in Christ Jesus now with                                           
that as my understanding I might look at                                        
it and say well that seems like the                                             
Saints are faithful in Christ Jesus                                             
and it seems like faithful are Saints                                           
but does it have to be that no that's                                           
just what I understand because I'm an                                           
evangelical and I've you know                                                   
received everything that comes from the                                         
evangelicals probably wants a cracker                                           
and so I need to stop and say wait the                                          
grammar seems to tell me two groups of                                          
people and it tells me two things that                                          
he wants me to have Grace and peace from                                        
two                                                                             
parts of the Trinity the Father and the                                         
son so now I look at a dual audience                                            
therefore I can't just go to the top of                                         
the page of say Ephesians because some                                          
Ephesians are the Saints some Ephesians                                         
are the faithful in Christ so then I                                            
began to look and see can I separate                                            



these out then I would say hey you know                                         
what Paul is Paul is one of the Saints                                          
he is one of the chosen ones he is one                                          
of those who are called to be holy                                              
that's the word st. there is holy he's                                          
called to be holy so I would expect that                                        
Paul is going to include the Saints in                                          
with himself because he is one and then                                         
I began to read blessed be the God and                                          
father of our Lord Jesus Christ who hath                                        
blessed us with all spiritual blessings                                         
now without doing any work                                                      
outside of these three verses so far I'm                                        
saying Paul is writing to the Saints and                                        
to the faithful Paul to two groups of                                           
people but Paul happens to be in one of                                         
these groups of people so he is a saint                                         
writing unto a saint so here when he                                            
says God has blessed us I'm going to                                            
assume it's going to be us Saints with                                          
all spiritual blessings in the heavenly                                         
places                                                                          
maybe he's also blessed the faithful and                                        
so it's us Saints and us faithful with                                          
all spiritual blessings so here                                                 
what am I going to do with this well now                                        
I'm going to have to start start                                                
searching the scriptures and I'm going                                          
to say does the scripture answer                                                
hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo I don't know the                                                
identity of those who God whom I can't                                          
get away from that word can I the ones                                          
that have been blessed with all                                                 
spiritual blessings now I've got to                                             
search the scripture and I've got to                                            
look for that I think when you do that                                          
you say oh it's Israel that's been                                              
he have chosen us in him before the                                             
foundation of the world okay once again                                         
uh I I'm kind of thinking ah looks like                                         
Saints have been chosen                                                         
maybe the faithful have been chosen but                                         
I've gotta let scripture answer that                                            
question I can't just let the preacher I                                        
heard on the internet answer the                                                
question so I'm gonna do a search and                                           
see that you know what does the Bible                                           
say about who have been chosen before                                           
the foundation of the world I think the                                         
Bible answers the question and that is                                          
the nation of Israel and you could go on                                        
and on through you know who's been                                              
predestined to the adoption of sons and                                         
work your way down and you know you get                                         
verse 12 but we you've got all these US                                         
a--'s and Weez we should be to the                                              
praise of his glory here's a key who                                            
first trusted in Christ                                                         
well we who first trusted okay let's use                                        
the Bible and figure out who first                                              
trusted in Jesus Christ was it Paul no                                          
he was johnny-come-lately                                                       



was it the Ephesians no they were late                                          
on the scene so who was the first to                                            
trust in Christ ah day of Pentecost they                                        
were the first ones to trust in Christ                                          
that's Jewish people                                                            
that's saints it fits and then I come to                                        
verse 13 in whom ye also now if I went                                          
back up here and I I said okay I think                                          
we've got two groups of people in verse                                         
one Saints and faithful and then all the                                        
Wiis and us 'as here in verses 2 through                                        
12 if I said well that's both groups                                            
grammatically it could be I've said                                             
that's both groups then the Saints and                                          
the faithful are the those who first                                            
trusted in Christ                                                               
now whose ye the Saints and faithful are                                        
the Wiis so who is ye you end up with no                                        
possibilities for ye except Laurie in                                           
North Carolina perhaps and how do you                                           
build that from the text I just think                                           
again if we will go strictly from the                                           
text such a hard thing to do if we'll go                                        
strictly from the text the text tells us                                        
that these pronouns are Paul who in this                                        
context includes himself in with the                                            
Saints other context is just going to be                                        
Paul and Silas and Timothy as the we and                                        
the you are going to be the Galatians                                           
for example and you see that when you                                           
get into the book of Galatians I don't                                          
know probably chapter 2 where Paul says                                         
let's see there we go chapter 2 verse 15                                        
we who are Jews by nature and not                                               
sinners of the Gentiles okay there he                                           
defines the we as Jews by Nature and                                            
from that point on you just follow from                                         
chapter 2 verse 15 and say he's defined                                         
we as Jews by nature so the next time                                           
you get down to a we or us you're gonna                                         
have to see is there anything in the                                            
intervening time period which is                                                
redefined it and you'll find it no it                                           
hasn't so from chapter 2 verse 15 on you                                        
know the definition by the text itself                                          
we who are Jews by Nature                                                       
so you are somebody else you are not                                            
Jews by Nature we would say Gentiles so                                         
back to your question I think the the                                           
default is yeah Paul and whoever is with                                        
him is the we and his audience is the                                           
you that's the default place to start                                           
with and then it becomes more difficult                                         
from there okay I got a bunch of                                                
questions here all the sudden as I've                                           
been talking and so I better get with                                           
them                                                                            
let's see Michael on YouTube with our                                           
government the way it                                                           
is that's a bad way to start a question                                         
is this country in serious trouble                                              
I believe the battle is severe we're                                            



losing ground daily how can we change                                           
the direction drastically from miss the                                         
into that from I assume from the place                                          
that we are from the the direction that                                         
we're going in the place that we are in                                         
okay I think oh by the way I should tell                                        
you YouTube and Facebook only allows you                                        
to have a half a question and then they                                         
cut you off and then I don't know the                                           
rest that's why I give two extra points                                         
to those who put it in the blue box you                                         
can write an entire book which I hope                                           
you don't but nonetheless okay                                                  
our government I I do believe we have                                           
serious troubles                                                                
I'm not let me broaden the word                                                 
government just to society and I think                                          
you would agree with me on that that                                            
Michael would agree with me                                                     
it's our society in serious trouble our                                         
government is in serious trouble too it                                         
can't                                                                           
it is so divided and there's not enough                                         
margin on either side of the divide in                                          
order for any party really to get                                               
anything done and so there's a a real                                           
sense in which everything Donald Trump                                          
has gotten done he's gotten done in the                                         
powers that the Constitution give him                                           
and an executive order he has not got it                                        
done by working with the legislative                                            
branch which is the way it's supposed to                                        
work and but because of that the next                                           
president can come in whether it's a you                                        
know four years from now or next year                                           
the next president can come in and can                                          
just you know change it and then you've                                         
got this sort of unstable government                                            
that depends upon what the next                                                 
executive order is going to be and                                              
that's just going to last until the                                             
Supreme Court rules it unconstitutional                                         
or more likely when the next president                                          
comes in and he'll undo that executive                                          
order and get to another                                                        
executive order so at best you've got a                                         
stopgap measure that's not good for a                                           
government that's not good for a                                                
long-term health of the government and                                          
furthermore within the government just                                          
on the elected side of the government                                           
you think we got problems there look at                                         
the unelected side of the government the                                        
deep state the bureaucracy that is there                                        
we've seen that in the in the FBI for                                           
example in the some of the utter                                                
sickness that has gone on in there and                                          
that is at the law enforcement level                                            
that basically you've got nearly a coup                                         
going on maybe I shouldn't say nearly a                                         
coup attempted anyway and it didn't make                                        
it but you've got that that sickness                                            



down in the in the bottom of the                                                
government in the you know the dregs of                                         
the government it's very much there now                                         
all of that says hey it it almost does                                          
not matter who is president there's                                             
going to be problems there is division                                          
it's a societal problem that we've got I                                        
agree the battle is severe and I agree                                          
that we're losing ground in spite of the                                        
fact that there is a conservative in the                                        
White House at least acting by                                                  
conservative principles and he's done                                           
some good things for our society and our                                        
economy and our our military and whatnot                                        
in spite of that we've got a nation                                             
today that is so quickly changing that                                          
what we have today might be the last of                                         
the good days and I'll call them good                                           
days I mean they've been good days you                                          
know within the last week you've made                                           
money in the stock market and you know                                          
business was good you could afford to                                           
buy a book especially if you got 40% off                                        
on making sense for God's of God's plan                                         
for humanity by using coupon code                                               
Wednesday how's that the way I snuck                                            
that in you got you you know it's it's                                          
been basically good for a number of                                             
years here in in kind of the economics                                          
and just you know the ability to live                                           
life and have your freedom and shoot                                            
your gun and all those kind of things                                           
but this might be the last of it because                                        
government has and the deep state has                                           
created this educational system which                                           
has indoctrinated and so we got a huge                                          
generation that's coming now there's the                                        
possibility that these young people who                                         
are growing up and right now they're                                            
socialists there's the possibility that                                         
they're going to have babies and get a                                          
job and get a brain                                                             
it happens was it Winston Churchill who                                         
said if you're young and not liberal you                                        
don't have a heart if you're old and not                                        
conservative you don't have a brain so                                          
young people have always tended to be a                                         
little more on the liberal side a little                                        
more on the progressive side maybe they                                         
grow up they they you know life has a                                           
way of knocking you down and you know                                           
you got to get up again that's all you                                          
can do and so there's a there's this                                            
thing called dose of reality so maybe                                           
the next generation of this coming                                              
generation often called the Millennials                                         
today may be you know 10 years from now                                         
they actually turn out to be pretty                                             
responsible people and make it just fine                                        
and as a group but but that might not                                           
happen either you know there was the                                            
hippies and most hippies came to their                                          



senses but some of them they'll be down                                         
at the Plaza just to two blocks from me                                         
on Friday waving their you know save the                                        
earth flags and as I've talked about                                            
before it's gonna be a bunch of 65 year                                         
old gray-headed women ever net and one                                          
man the rest of them got a brain in a                                           
job but sometimes they don't outgrow                                            
that stuff there still is a hippie                                              
population of that original hippie                                              
generation not many of them but there                                           
still is some of that so what happens if                                        
the whole generation doesn't change then                                        
we're in a heap of trouble and how can                                          
we change the direction drastically from                                        
where we are I think it's got to be                                             
education                                                                       
I think it's got to be a an utter revolt                                        
against the failing school systems the                                          
failing school systems are failing                                              
because they're so agenda driven and                                            
we've just got to say we don't want                                             
agenda driven we want them to know how                                          
to do math we want them to know how to                                          
do grammar we want them to know how to                                          
read that's what we want forget your                                            
dumb agendas you can have that and your                                         
you know your glee club or whatever it                                          
is that you you know promote your agenda                                        
there you don't need to use the school                                          
system to promote the agenda now I don't                                        
know I think that the what we have in                                           
the school system today was embedded                                            
with it by Thomas Dewey back when the                                           
public education system was invented and                                        
it he knew that it would take multiple                                          
generations to ever bring about his                                             
dream but he planted the seed that's all                                        
he needed to do and it's this great big                                         
social science experiment that is done                                          
in public schools today so probably to                                          
make a great change there has to be an                                          
utter revolt against the public                                                 
education system now I'm not just                                               
talking about Christians pulling out                                            
their children that wouldn't be enough                                          
honestly our society as a whole                                                 
that means Bernie Sanders and Messiah                                           
michelle lujan-grisham                                                          
she's a virus it means people like that                                         
are going to have to say we can't                                               
educate our children what look what                                             
we're doing New Mexico is as I've said a                                        
number before number 49 in education                                            
very consistently number 49 Thank You                                           
Mississippi but why doesn't somebody why                                        
don't you Mexicans stand up and say                                             
we're not satisfied with number 49 all                                          
they do is stand up and Michelle Lujan                                          
Grisham says well we gotta start him                                            
earlier that's what we are                                                      
the reason we're failing is Lee only                                            



started about 5 years old we gotta start                                        
about 3 years old and then then then                                            
then the skies will be blue                                                     
never will heard a discouraging word                                            
they'll know that seven times seven is                                          
52 now why doesn't she wake up and all                                          
of the liberals with her and might I say                                        
even most of the Conservatives there's                                          
no revolt against that so honestly the                                          
answer is I don't know that we're going                                         
to have a direction that I don't I don't                                        
see what it takes to have that kind of                                          
direction I know the Southern Baptists                                          
have recently there's been a group of                                           
them called the conservative Baptist                                            
Network I believe that it started up I'm                                        
I'm glad they're doing it I don't think                                         
they've got enough strength to do                                               
anything I think it'll be a little you                                          
know fizzle and they'll be done because                                         
the things already lost                                                         
it'll take a major societal shift in                                            
order to bring it back now with that                                            
question I think probably we're going to                                        
have to begin to say how do we live in a                                        
godless society a pagan godless Society                                         
that doesn't allow us to do the kind of                                         
things that we expect to do I think we                                          
have to decide do we want do we want                                            
revolt and revolution could we win                                              
revolt in a revolution could it happen                                          
do is there a place to move to I don't                                          
know I wish I knew where that place was                                         
I might be interested considering it but                                        
I don't think that place exists on earth                                        
so what do we do I think we have to                                             
figure out how we live in the situation                                         
we are I wish I had a better word for                                           
you okay Ricky out in California he                                             
knows all about godless people since the                                        
scripture said revelation 119 that John                                         
would see things which shall be                                                 
Hereafter how do post Millennials get a                                         
date of around 90 to 95 for the book of                                         
Revelation that means what was talked                                           
about as hereafter in Revelation was                                            
after 80 70 I'm assuming a post                                                 
millennial preterist would argue for an                                         
early date of the writing of Revelation                                         
you're exactly right                                                            
a preterist like Geary damar I believe                                          
we discussed in was it yesterday is                                             
going to always argue for an early date                                         
of the revelation be                                                            
cause they need the revelation to be                                            
about 8070 the destruction of Jerusalem                                         
or maybe you know Nero and the things                                           
that end emission of the things that                                            
took place in the in John's day in the                                          
90s maybe they would stretch out that                                           
far but they can't really stretch it out                                        
much farther than that                                                          



and furthermore all of the things in the                                        
book of Revelation says especially from                                         
chapter 4 on they really have to stretch                                        
it in order to make it fit their                                                
preconceived idea that that was about                                           
the destruction of Jerusalem because you                                        
can read Josephus and the destruction of                                        
Jerusalem I would encourage you to do so                                        
and you can read the book of Revelation                                         
and you would never ever ever say it                                            
seems like I'm reading the same thing                                           
because they're not even similar so was                                         
it yesterday I talked about Greece in                                           
the pig I mean to get to get the                                                
destruction of Jerusalem to look like                                           
the destruction to look like the book of                                        
Revelation vice-versa                                                           
man you got to grease that pig up to fit                                        
that thing through I just think there's                                         
a better way to read the scripture and                                          
so I did by the way just this past                                              
Sunday did we ever determine what                                               
session number Sunday was in the book of                                        
Revelation they're gonna look for me and                                        
make sure I say the right thing here in                                         
just a moment but just this last Sunday                                         
I preached about that Revelation chapter                                        
1 verse 19 write the things which thou                                          
has seen and the things which are and                                           
the things which shall be Hereafter                                             
and I said that's an outline that is not                                        
an outline so that was session 5 that we                                        
had just this last Sunday of the behold                                         
preaching series not the bold teaching                                          
series because we want you to be totally                                        
confused but the preaching series of                                            
behold the book of Revelation preaching                                         
through the Book of Revelations session                                         
number 5 I preached about verse 19 I                                            
don't think that's an outline like                                              
people have given it to be an outline I                                         
think that the entire book is Hereafter                                         
as a matter                                                                     
fact if you go to John chapter excuse me                                        
Revelation chapter one verse verse to                                           
that John bare record of the word of God                                        
and the testimony of Jesus and all the                                          
things that he saw the entire book is                                           
all the things that he saw not just some                                        
you know slice and dice and take part of                                        
the book of Revelation                                                          
so a post millennialist does take this                                          
and I think when I read that question I                                         
may have said premillennialists I if I                                          
did pardon me                                                                   
takes Revelation 1:19 the things which                                          
shall be Hereafter                                                              
if you go from a late date of Revelation                                        
which is 90 to 95 then you don't have                                           
anything hereafter to put it on so                                              
therefore they they they back date it                                           
and make it earlier I I honestly think                                          



that that it doesn't matter what if it                                          
was written in 50 ad can you get the                                            
destruction of Jerusalem out of the book                                        
of Revelation again you gotta have a                                            
swimming pool full of butter to butter                                          
up that pig all the way home it doesn't                                         
work nobody's got that much butter for                                          
that fat pig you can't get that thing                                           
through there so I think the argument is                                        
just the preterist argument of the book                                         
of Revelation is just so so so weak this                                        
is why preterists don't write                                                   
commentaries on the book of Revelation                                          
because they only got two things that                                           
they can spiritualize to make go over so                                        
I don't know maybe I should find there                                          
probably is a prettiest commentary on                                           
the book of Revelation I probably should                                        
find it and give a little look and see                                          
what they have to say see where they got                                        
that butter from did you hear by the way                                        
I don't have time to talk about that I                                          
got too many questions they're making                                           
butter out of bugs now it's not really                                          
butter they call it butter I mean notice                                        
they wanted to call plastic butter                                              
they're make vegetable stuff and they                                           
call it but want to call it butter                                              
now they got literally both blended bugs                                        
that they're calling butter just shake                                          
the cream and eat the butter it's good                                          
for you you heard it from the doctor                                            
Danny says so in first Corinthians 15 51                                        
and 52 Paul is including himself in the                                         
resurrection we had this number of weeks                                        
ago and I was gonna go back and do a                                            
little more study on on that in a moment                                        
in the twinkling of an eye at the last                                          
trumpet the last Trump the Trump shall                                          
sound the dead in Christ shall be raised                                        
incorruptible and we shall be changed                                           
now I think he uses this we as the                                              
Jewish nation the Jewish nation that is                                         
flesh and blood as he says in verse 50                                          
is flesh and blood and will be changed                                          
for this in corruptible must put on                                             
incorruption so he is talking there I                                           
think in a national status we the Jewish                                        
nation the flesh-and-blood Jewish nation                                        
we will be changed in a moment so he                                            
does include himself in that that                                               
changing and that resurrection now this                                         
comes into the great the great issue                                            
maybe you can call it a flaw in my in my                                        
overall theology of not only first                                              
corinthians 15:51 this is the weak point                                        
here of my position on 1st corinthians                                          
15:51 is wait isn't paul included in the                                        
rapture but just by saying ok he's                                              
included in the rapture therefore 1st                                           
corinthians 15:51 must be about the                                             
rapture because that includes paul that                                         



doesn't solve the problem first of all                                          
you have a number of                                                            
problems there in that the context is                                           
about the inheritance of the kingdom and                                        
then you've got the church being raised                                         
to inherit the kingdom and that doesn't                                         
fit a lot of kingdoms they also so                                              
you've got rid of one problem and you                                           
created another problem but then let's                                          
assume we didn't have any problems in                                           
1st Corinthians which I don't know why                                          
we would assume that which is not                                               
zoomable but let's let's put that aside                                         
and say that we includes Paul Paul is in                                        
the resurrection therefore whenever Paul                                        
uses a we in the resurrection it must be                                        
for him then you you come to this                                               
problem again of the overlap and what do                                        
you do with people like Paul Aquila                                             
Priscilla Apollo's Barnabas Silas who                                           
are in the body of Christ in the body of                                        
Christ                                                                          
they're also Jews do they lose all their                                        
status we talked about this yesterday so                                        
it is a a dilemma and you know if we                                            
were in a debate that's the issue that                                          
they would bring up against me is hey                                           
you've got this weakness but my my point                                        
being is well you've got to pick your                                           
problems here you've got to pick your                                           
weakness because if you're going to go                                          
that way then I can go in all the                                               
weaknesses on the opposite side of the                                          
issue I think sometimes it's ok for                                             
Christians to say this is the problem I                                         
have chosen to accept this is the                                               
tension the dilemma I have chosen to                                            
accept because now we see through a                                             
glass darkly then we shall see face to                                          
face it's a way of saying I don't have                                          
all this together I don't I mean there                                          
yeah there's a problem with it but I                                            
think I'm choosing one problem that                                             
solves ten problems instead of getting                                          
rid of this problem and keeping the ten                                         
I think we're better off as a whole to                                          
take that understanding of first                                                
Corinthians chapter 15 through there                                            
thank you appreciate that and let's see                                         
here we'll go a little over time today                                          
and                                                                             
take care of your questions not a                                               
problem at all here's a question that                                           
comes does this come from Cory or did                                           
you just put it in the President Obama                                          
Oh wake up sorry I lost the name Rick                                           
you don't get two points you just lost                                          
your two points but we're glad you put                                          
your question in Rick's question when                                           
President Obama was elected                                                     
conservatives mocked his supporters who                                         
seem to treat him almost as a savior                                            



where is the line when support for a                                            
president can become borderline idolatry                                        
can we say president Trump supporters                                           
get obsessed and become unhealthy thank                                         
you professor white we appreciate your                                          
ministry thank you Pastor Rick preacher                                         
I appreciate that now you know let me                                           
say in a general sense I think we                                               
probably are a little too loose with the                                        
idolatry claims you know they worship                                           
Obama a worship Trump that's probably an                                        
exaggeration on both ends and did they                                          
really worship Obama or were they just                                          
thrilled that their candidate was in and                                        
they loved the guy in all of his                                                
policies and everything he said just                                            
like some others of us are thrilled with                                        
the election of President Trump and his                                         
policies and everything he says and that                                        
that causes us to overlook some of the                                          
weak points sometimes no doubt about it                                         
that's a human fault or maybe it causes                                         
us to say look I'll take this one                                               
problem rather than these ten problems                                          
and so I'm I'm not overlooking it I know                                        
it's there but I don't care about that                                          
one in it to borrow from our last                                               
question here can you become obsessed                                           
and unhealthy in your support of a                                              
political candidate I think so I I don't                                        
I I probably again                                                              
drop off you know the borderline                                                
idolatry what not I don't I don't know I                                        
don't know that we're close to even                                             
borderline they're really on either side                                        
we probably overstated our case they're                                         
hyperbole                                                                       
perhaps we would say and that certainly                                         
can happen I think this is one of the                                           
reasons too by the way                                                          
why we ought to to go back to where I                                           
begin the program we ought to back up                                           
from groups sometime and say okay let me                                        
look at this let me think about this                                            
where there's no no ways there's no soft                                        
background music or there's no you know                                         
patriotic crowd around me whatever it is                                        
I I don't want to get caught up in the                                          
moment I want to get caught up in the                                           
issues and the facts can I say that                                             
politically one of the biggest                                                  
challenges is where in the world you're                                         
gonna get two facts I don't I don't know                                        
where you get the facts I don't I don't                                         
trust the mainstream media but can I say                                        
also I don't trust Fox News I don't I                                           
don't know where you you totally get the                                        
facts I I want to keep my ear to the                                            
ground I want to try to listen I wanna                                          
research I want to look at it and I'm                                           
gonna search Twitter a little bit                                               
because there I get you know people who                                         



are just putting out you know what they                                         
know and so I'm gonna try to find people                                        
in the know most I see what they have                                           
sake I'm out way at all I'm gonna be a                                          
journalist is what I'm gonna do since                                           
there's none left in the world                                                  
unfortunately and and and they're in the                                        
quietness backed out of that we could                                           
make our own decisions but you bring up                                         
a good word no politician is our Savior                                         
they might save us from michelle                                                
lujan-grisham that would be a good thing                                        
somebody come to new mexico run for                                             
governor two years from now                                                     
but are they really our Savior might we                                         
get caught up in a moment and you'll                                            
almost talk about them in that way yeah                                         
maybe so have any of them down through                                          
history ever proven to be all that good                                         
no they do some good things most of it's                                        
forgotten the day after tomorrow like                                           
Obama you know remember he was going to                                         
be the death of America he'd never leave                                        
the White House we be gonna be the worst                                        
thing that ever happened well we lived                                          
through that and are now on the you know                                        
third or fourth year after that and we                                          
did okay we're doing it so we get caught                                        
up in hyperbole sometimes and and truth                                         
is Trump's legacy you know probably                                             
begun not necessarily the day after                                             
tomorrow                                                                        
well day after tomorrow after his                                               
election because Trump has done one                                             
thing that's going to have a greater                                            
lasting legacy and that is he's put in a                                        
whole bunch of judges and those judges                                          
live a long time Ruth and that is                                               
putting it not just the Supreme Court                                           
but all through the whole judicial                                              
system the federal judicial system we're                                        
already seeing the impact of that that                                          
is going to make some future leftist                                            
politicians pull their hair out honestly                                        
though they probably will try to impeach                                        
some of them just because they don't                                            
like their their policies which is                                              
unfortunate because judiciary is                                                
let's see Mike on YouTube we desperately                                        
need a few real good pastors up here in                                         
Smithville Kearney who rightly divide                                           
the word of God suggestions sadly we                                            
can't find even one you know I totally                                          
understand you and so we're trying to                                           
Train one at the Taos Theological                                               
Seminary one at a time we take two if                                           
there's somebody else who wants to come                                         
but trying to                                                                   
ooh - trying I think you've got two                                             
options maybe three the third that maybe                                        
is maybe Mike you are the pastor maybe                                          
within the church assuming there's a                                            



congregation are you there you look and                                         
say we know our theology and we're able                                         
to express it and we've got somebody who                                        
can become a pastor and he needs to                                             
mentor you know be a mentor II and or                                           
Randy white or what whoever and and go                                          
through there but we can raise up our                                           
own that's that's an option                                                     
I don't know now the other option from                                          
raising up on your own which i think is                                         
a great option I wouldn't get a Seminary                                        
graduate of a big box seminary who's who                                        
assuming they're we're talking young                                            
here someone who in the last several                                            
years graduated from the big box                                                
seminary I would run not walk I would                                           
have been to be that that would be a                                            
non-starter you came out of southwestern                                        
seminary I even would have to say Dallas                                        
seminary Moody seminary some places that                                        
used to be dispensational or certainly                                          
Southern Seminary southeastern Seminary                                         
no thank you                                                                    
there's there's so much that we've have                                         
to unteach you that I doubt we have are                                         
gonna I doubt Ruth Ruth Bader Ginsburg                                          
or Queen Elizabeth is gonna live that                                           
long we just can't make it there so then                                        
the other possibility is the two                                                
possibilities one is you do find again                                          
someone who has trained up and is                                               
training up somebody young and capable                                          
the second thing is find an old man an                                          
old man who's retired and he's still                                            
studying the word and he's into it and                                          
he he you know you know us old men can't                                        
sleep late anyway we just we'll get a                                           
job and he's ready to go back into it                                           
and                                                                             
and do it that way but you're right we                                          
see this over and over and over again                                           
can't find a pastor I think we're all                                           
we're gonna have to rethink the way we                                          
get pastors and if you're a seminary                                            
president by the way especially of a big                                        
box seminary call me and I'll tell you                                          
what a worthless job you're doing                                               
uh-uh and what you should do differently                                        
thank you Mike I appreciate it and                                              
commiserate with you Dan says there are                                         
no more Saints after Paul's time I would                                        
actually go up to the destruction of                                            
Jerusalem and say there are no more                                             
Saints after the destruction of                                                 
Jerusalem and maybe you could go to the                                         
time of John the Baptist excuse me John                                         
the Apostle in the book of Revelation                                           
that there are no more Saints after that                                        
that is that chosen generation is the                                           
Saints and I would conclude it there                                            
would I do have a series on that who are                                        
the Saints I believe if you go to our                                           



website and you Greg you're not gonna                                           
come back here and be governor I just                                           
saw your comment there come on and let's                                        
see I believe if you probably just do                                           
that ctrl F here and type the word                                              
Saints yeah who are the Saints on the                                           
home page and there's a two-part series                                         
right there on that it's some little old                                        
I probably should update it someday my                                          
friend Brian Ross is on the other side                                          
of the debate with all the evangelicals                                         
and we have a fun time going back and                                           
forth on it                                                                     
and I'm right but clearly a lot of                                              
people disagree with me on that one Joel                                        
on Facebook is there perhaps a                                                  
difference between spiritual blessings                                          
and physical blessings Israel was                                               
certainly promised and will receive                                             
physical blessings I think there is I                                           
think that maybe we have divided more                                           
strongly than the scripture does                                                
and we've done so because it's easy to                                          
communicate so there is the sense and                                           
this is what's easy to communicate to                                           
communicate the church has spiritual                                            
blessings the nation of Israel has                                              
physical blessings but when you get down                                        
and dissect that is it is it completely                                         
true I don't think that we would we                                             
would agree that for example the nation                                         
of Israel didn't get any spiritual                                              
blessings or didn't get any blessings in                                        
the heavenlies for example we would look                                        
at it and say oh well yeah I guess they                                         
do have blessings in the heavenlies or                                          
spiritual blessings and so for example                                          
if we were to look at I don't know let                                          
me just sit here if I can find the                                              
scripture yeah Romans chapter 3 verse 1                                         
what advantage hath the Jew what profit                                         
is there of circumcision much in every                                          
way chiefly unto them were committed the                                        
Oracles of God that's just you know one                                         
of the blessings right there is they                                            
have the Oracles of God well wouldn't                                           
you agree that that's quite the                                                 
advantage and really it is a spiritual                                          
advantage that comes unto them that they                                        
have the Oracles of God if you interpret                                        
the book of Hebrews like I do then also                                         
Hebrews chapter 6 verse 4 again not                                             
everybody interprets it this way but I                                          
think if speaking of the nation of                                              
Israel when it's that's the nation that                                         
was once enlightened so Israel tasted of                                        
the heavenly gift were made partakers of                                        
the Holy Ghost have tasted the good word                                        
of God and the powers of the world to                                           
come that was Israel's blessings and we                                         
could go back and and defend that so so                                         
though I think it's it's easy to say the                                        



church has spiritual blessings the                                              
nation of Israel has physical blessings                                         
and there's a there's there's a truth to                                        
that that our blessing is not the                                               
kingdom is what we're saying                                                    
the physical kingdom belongs to Israel I                                        
just think maybe we say more than                                               
and then we meant to say or we proved                                           
too much because Israel does have these                                         
blessings in the heavenlies in addition                                         
to the the physical blessings and the                                           
physical blessings do belong to Israel                                          
I don't know of any physical blessings                                          
that are given to the church in that two                                        
more questions and we will complete                                             
today but before I do those two                                                 
questions I should tell you in case you                                         
got a run that it's Wednesday we got the                                        
wins Day special the midweek special is                                         
coupon code Wednesday you can use it                                            
Wednesday Thursday Friday and it's this                                         
book right here making sense of God's                                           
plan for Humanity and easy to understand                                        
guide to dispensationalism it is written                                        
from a classic dispensational view                                              
rather than a rightly dividing view but                                         
if you're brand new to dispensationalism                                        
it'll be a good intro or you want some                                          
help in teaching and understanding                                              
classic dispensationalism you can get                                           
40% off of that book at dispensation of                                         
publishing dot-com let's look at                                                
Martha's question on YouTube Thank You                                          
Martha                                                                          
do you believe we're living in the last                                         
days I think we are but what is your                                            
opinion you know i my opinion take that                                         
for what it is it's my opinion just like                                        
Martha as her opinion my opinion is yeah                                        
these are the last days the description                                         
that we've got in oh let's say let's see                                        
2nd Timothy chapter 3 this know also                                            
that in the last days I'm assuming he's                                         
speaking of the last days of the church                                         
now that's an assumption that needs to                                          
be checked out but if it's see if he's                                          
talking about the last days of the                                              
church then perilous times shall come                                           
men will be lovers of their own selves                                          
covetous boasters proud blasphemers                                             
disobedient to parents unthankful unholy                                        
without natural affection trucebreakers                                         
false accusers incontinent fierce                                               
despisers of those                                                              
good traitors heady highminded lovers of                                        
pleasure more than lovers of god having                                         
a form of godliness denying the power                                           
thereof from such turn away for the fore                                        
of this sort of a which creep into                                              
houses lead captive silly women laden                                           
with sins away with that's just                                                 
beautiful literature now if he's                                                



describing the last days of the church                                          
that looks like these days more than any                                        
other days I think we you know that                                             
question about what about our church and                                        
Kearney that can't find a pastor well                                           
it's because we're in these days in                                             
which there's a form of godliness dying                                         
the power thereof so I think there's                                            
every indication even with the coming                                           
restoration of the nation of Israel that                                        
seems to be in progress now and has for                                         
you know 100 years since the a Zionist                                          
scientist Congress that return of the                                           
Jews to the homeland so many indicators                                         
that the fig leaf is starting the fig                                           
tree is starting to put out its leaf                                            
that we ought to be ready keep our eye                                          
towards the sky and and and in a sense                                          
they come quickly Lord Jesus because as                                         
mentioned earlier in the program things                                         
aren't getting any better are they and                                          
that is unfortunate would from Jerry in                                         
Georgia would you say that converge is a                                        
drucker Warren Church growth ecumenical                                         
movement yet probably and that he is                                            
speaking about converge dot-org yeah let                                        
well it's on church planting so I would                                         
just go to the Wikipedia article right                                          
here and you could look that converge is                                        
a Baptist denomination                                                          
just the fact that there's a Baptist                                            
denomination called converge tells you                                          
yeah that's Drecker Warren Church growth                                        
ecumenical movement that they couldn't                                          
come with a normal name they had to be                                          
this cool one name name that was popular                                        
in what the 2000s or so and it went from                                        
you know in church names it went from                                           
First Baptist Church if it's called                                             
First Baptist Church it was named prior                                         
to nineteen thirty then it became                                               
Trinity Baptist or Calvary Baptist or                                           
something that was kind of biblical                                             
biblical start and you know biblical                                            
first name Baptist middle name Church                                           
last name I went through that from about                                        
say the 1940s through the 1980s                                                 
beginning in the 1980s it was fellowship                                        
of something and you know something                                             
fellowship it was a it was a to name                                            
thing that didn't and then the coolest                                          
grace flow not the one from progressive                                         
a different kind of flow yeah so it                                             
became that that that's something that                                          
you know was just can I say dumb didn't                                         
we're all coming together we're gonna                                           
converge I don't know if this is a                                              
biology class or a Baptist denomination                                         
seems weird to me that tells me group                                           
think somebody forgot to get off by                                             
themselves and and you know not listen                                          
to what the crowd was saying but                                                



converge there it is formally Baptist                                           
General Conference now its Baptist                                              
General Conference said something it                                            
said they believed in a general                                                 
atonement that's what that is when it                                           
comes with that does their particular                                           
Baptist there are general Baptist that                                          
means they're not Calvinists they were                                          
Baptist they were general in the                                                
atonement and they were in a                                                    
conference that is to say they were not                                         
in a denominational structure in which                                          
there was a hierarchy rather they could                                         
they were a Baptist conference converge                                         
and let's see Allah grew out of Sweden                                          
and Upper Midwest they're very big                                              
they're in the Upper Midwest                                                    
some some converged churches Baptist                                            
General Conference is that nationwide as                                        
it says I see I guessed it right they                                           
changed the name in 2008 no let's see                                           
the adopted a new movement called                                               
converge and they changed renamed to                                            
they formally adopt so they started                                             
using it in 2008 to formally adopted it                                         
in 2015 that's because in 2008 it was so                                        
popular to have one word beat we might                                          
change our name I don't know do you guys                                        
think beat okay that when no oh                                                 
vortex he just gave me that vortex                                              
welcome to vortex where everything                                              
converges stupid that's what it is                                              
stupid am I supposed to say that I think                                        
it's okay to say that right is it okay                                          
to say then yeah                                                                
he's the dad of a you know 18 month old                                         
and dad's of 18 months old and                                                  
especially moms are a little more                                               
sensitive about what the preachers say                                          
oh you can't say that but I'm a grandpa                                         
okay I think I ran off into stupidity                                           
there you know I am NOT that that's I've                                        
been in the south and the southwest                                             
converges mostly in the Upper Midwest                                           
and the and I think getting over into                                           
that that upper stream across the                                               
country I think they got in                                                     
by Drucker Warren church growth                                                 
ecumenical ISM all of that I'd be very                                          
surprised if we dug into it and found                                           
that not to be true if someone's a part                                         
of converged maybe you're at the vortex                                         
of converge and you know more about it                                          
you know let's let's talk set me                                                
straight if I'm wrong on all that but I                                         
would guess that's at least influenced                                          
by Drucker Warren communis ISM all of                                           
that kind of stuff there okay                                                   
spent a little extra time today but I'll                                        
still give you full time tonight for the                                        
Gospel of John 6:15 p.m. mountain time                                          
look forward to that you don't need a                                           



reason to live you need an African                                              
violet I'm Randy white glad you joined                                          
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


